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Abstract— In virtualized environments, physical resources are partitioned into virtual resources so that they can be shared 

among individual virtual machines. This sharing of virtualized resources can reduce waste by increasing used capacity thereby 

reducing the need for as many physical machines. Currently, there is an increased desire to use virtualized systems in 

enterprise cloud computing in order to more efficiently utilize resources thereby reducing costs. However, it is challenging to 

accurately model virtualized systems in order to analyze performance issues. Traditional modeling methods that were 

developed for physical machines do not seamlessly work in virtualized environments. This paper explores the complexities 

associated with correctly modeling and measuring the performance of virtualized systems, and surveys various new approaches 

in performance analysis for virtualization including recently developed benchmarks, new modeling methodologies, and updated 

simulation techniques. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Virtualization is gaining popularity in enterprise cloud computing environments because of realized cost savings and 

better management that result from resource sharing and server consolidation. In an effort to improve virtualized systems, 

researchers look to modeling and simulation techniques in order to pinpoint performance bottlenecks and resource 

contention. Many challenges unfold in the development of accurate performance models, as virtualized environments add 

levels of complexity beyond models suitable for single physical machines [Benevenuto06]. This paper first defines 

virtualization, cloud computing and hypervisors; then investigates the multifaceted problem of performance analysis 

issues, and finally explores recent solutions in measurement, modeling and simulation for virtualized environments. 

1.1 Overview of Virtualization 

 Virtualization allows for the partitioning of physical resources into virtualized containers. These containers, more 

commonly referred to as virtual machines, are functionally nothing more than sets of files that represent virtual hardware, 

executing in the context of a hypervisor. This virtual hardware provides a platform on which an operating system and 

applications can be installed and can be configured to provide almost any service that a physical server typically provides 

[Ardagna10]. These services include email, database, hosting, file and print, monitoring, management, and more. The 

virtualized environment consists of the underlying hardware, the hypervisor, the Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM), the 

virtual machines (VMs), and the operating systems and applications installed on these virtual machines. 

 

 

 

                                                     

 

 

Figure 1: Virtualized Environment Representation [Hostway11] 
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1.2 Terminology Challenges: Virtual Machine Monitor 

 The components of the virtualized environment include the hypervisor and the VMM. Unfortunately, terminology for what goes on 

inside a hypervisor is not consistently applied, most notably with the concept of the VMM. Most resources agree that the VMM is 

involved with the scheduling of virtual resources on their underlying physical counterparts, however in some cases the VMM is 

referred to as the hypervisor itself while in others this is merely a component of a hypervisor in a broader context. To avoid confusion, 

the VMM will not be a specific point of focus in this paper, since its meaning would change based on context. The following section 

explores various hypervisors. 

1.3 x86 Bare-Metal Hypervisors 

 Hypervisors are an important component of virtualized environments. Hypervisors are programs that allow multiple 

operating systems, known as guests, to run in virtual machines in an isolated fashion, and thus share a single physical 

machine, or host. Many different hypervisors have been developed, a few of which are listed in the following table: 

                                              Table 1: Common x86 Bare-Metal Hypervisors [Lu06] [VMware10] 

 

        

x86 Hypervisors  Vendor  Type  Licensing  
        

XenServer  Citrix  Para, Full  Open Source  
        

        

ESXi  VMware  Para, Full  Proprietary  
        

        

Hyper-V  Microsoft  Full  Proprietary  
        

        

KVM  RedHat  Full  Open Source  
        

        

              

Some x86 hypervisors can support both fully virtualized and para-virtualized operating systems. Fully virtualized systems 

are unaware they are running in a virtualized environment, and no modifications to the core operating system are required 

in order for them to function. Para-virtualized systems, on the other hand, are specifically modified to work in concert 

with the hypervisor. Prior to recent advances in CPU virtualization technologies, para-virtualized systems enabled 

performance improvements because the hypervisor could grant a para-virtualized system direct access to the underlying 

hardware resources on the host. However, para-virtualized operating systems cannot readily be migrated across different 

hosts in a heterogeneous environment [Virtualization06]. Recent advances in CPU hardware acceleration have exceeded 

performance gains garnered by para-virtualized systems, and as such, some vendors are phasing out support for them in 

their product stack [GuestOS11]. Another form of para-virtualization is device-based para-virtualization, in which a fully 

virtualized operating system is configured with special para-virtualized device drivers. These device drivers improve 

performance for specific devices, such as virtual network cards or virtual storage controllers, without sacrificing mobility. 

This form of para-virtualization is expected to prove beneficial for the foreseeable future [GuestOS11] 

This paper specifically focuses on bare- metal  hypervisors which are installed directly onto physical hardware. All 

hypervisors listed in the table above are bare-metal hypervisors. Another class of hypervisors, known as  hosted  

architectures, requires an underlying operating system such as Windows, Linux, or Mac OS in order to function. These 

are typically not deployed in modern enterprise datacenters due to reduced performance characteristics. The next section 

provides an overview of the concept of cloud computing. 
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1.4 Introduction to Cloud Computing 

 Cloud computing is a model for pooling IT resources to provide real-time, on-demand, self-provisioned services to 

business users on an as-needed basis. From the user’s perspective, this model requires minimal management and 

interaction with IT staff, streamlined provisioning processes, and provides dramatic cost savings over traditional IT 

[Calheiros09]. On the back end, cloud computing requires the establishment of complex networking, storage, and server 

configurations that optimally are configured to be self-monitoring and self-healing. Clouds are self-monitoring in that 

they should be able to automatically balance workloads across physical assets during peak periods, while conversely 

decommissioning idle resources to conserve energy and reduce costs during non-peak periods. Clouds are self-healing in 

that the failure of any individual physical hardware or software component is remediated in the shortest possible time, and 

this implies rapid recovery even in the event of a complete datacenter outage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: The Concept of Cloud Computing [Wiki11] 

 

1.5 Cloud Computing Categories 

There are three categories of cloud computing: external, internal, and hybrid. External clouds are those provided by 

companies like Amazon and Google that are used to provide commodity IT services at prices that individual entities 

(businesses, research groups, etc.) could not match using internal resources. Internal clouds are used by companies that 

are not ready to embrace external clouds over concerns about data security and loss of centralized control over critical 

business processes. The emerging hybrid cloud model is being employed by companies that desire to benefit from the cost 

efficiencies of external clouds for their own commodity services while at the same time maintaining control over IT 

services that have critical, sensitive, or proprietary natures. 

              

 

 

 

                                                                 

 

                                                          Figure 3: Cloud Computing Categories Representation [vCloud11] 
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This section introduced the concepts of cloud computing and virtualization, and explored categories of cloud computing 

as well as the components of virtualized environments. The next section defines the complex issues that are encountered 

in performance analysis of these virtualized environments. 

2. ISSUES WITH PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS WITH VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT 

 By design, virtual machines share resources and thus compete for resources. It is difficult to accurately model a system 

with resource contention when many factors, including number of virtual machines, type of hypervisor, differences in 

underlying and support hardware, type of application, and overall workload characteristics can vary widely even in what 

appear to be otherwise homogenous environments. These components and the numerous interactions between them can 

affect performance in ways that are not yet fully understood [Huber10]. Specific challenges with performance analysis of 

virtualized environments are hypervisor differences, resource interdependence, workload variability, and disparity in 

modeling. The following section examines hypervisor differences. 

2.1 Hypervisor Differences 

 Every hypervisor is different by design. A model of one system with a given hypervisor may not accurately model 

another system with a different hypervisor. Many research groups use the Xen hypervisor because it is open source and 

supports both full virtualization and para-virtualization. That said, Xen is not currently the most feature-rich hypervisor 

platform available on the market. 

VMware proprietary ESXi hypervisor, which serves as a cornerstone for their vSphere cloud computing platform, 

provides a host of capabilities not currently available with any other hypervisors. These capabilities include High 

Availability (the ability to recover virtual machines quickly in the event of a physical server failure), Distributed Resource 

Scheduling (automated load balancing across a cluster of ESXi servers), Distributed Power Management (automated 

decommissioning of unneeded servers during non-peak periods), Fault Tolerance (zero-downtime services even in the 

event of hardware failure), and Site Recovery Manager (the ability to automatically recover virtual environments in a 

different physical location should an entire datacenter outage occur) [Hostway11]. Thus, even though a significant portion 

of academic research is done using open source hypervisors such as Xen, commercially VMware has a larger share of the 

commercial cloud computing market than all of its competitors combined. Now that we have discussed differences in 

hypervisors, the following section looks at how resource interdependence can complicate performance modeling. 

2.2 Resource Interdependence 

Performance analysis in computing focuses on one or more of the four basic computing resources: CPU, memory, storage, 

and networking. When analyzing a physical computer, it is important to recognize the way these resources interact in 

order to determine true performance characteristics. For example, a system experiencing high CPU or storage bandwidth 

utilization may in fact be suffering from a lack of enough physical memory. Thus, evaluating any of the four resources 

independent of the other three can result in incorrect conclusions. 

This situation is complicated by an order of magnitude in a virtualized environment, which is made up of many virtual 

machines sharing resources on a single a physical machine. These virtual machines have the same interplay of resources 

as a physical machine, but in addition compete for each of these resources against each other [Tickoo09]. Based on their 

configurations, certain virtual machines may be given preferential treatment for certain physical resources while losing 

out when competing for others. In addition to these issues arising from resource interdependence, the next section 

examines how workload variability also adds complexity to performance analysis. 

2.3 Workload Variability 

Workload is a term that encapsulates the overall usage of computing resources by an application. In a virtual environment 

this generally includes entire groups of virtual machines and their individual applications in aggregate. When evaluating 

workloads, it is important to remember that the same application, or set of applications, can display different performance 

characteristics based on a number of variables, including the way the application was configured, the number of users of 

the system, how the application is specifically being used, and the nature of the underlying hypervisor and hardware 
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platform. Small changes in any of these factors can produce results that vary widely from one research project to another. 

The following section describes the three dimensions of virtualization modeling. 

2.4 Three Dimensions Of Virtualization Modeling 

 Virtualization can be evaluated in one of three dimensions. In the first dimension, we evaluate the performance of a 

single virtual machine running on a single host to evaluate the effect of the hypervisor on performance without the 

possibility for resource contention. In the second dimension, we evaluate multiple virtual machines running on a single 

physical host to evaluate performance in an environment where contention for resources may be a factor. In the third 

dimension, we evaluate the performance of multiple virtual machines running across multiple physical hosts, which most 

closely models the desired scenarios in cloud computing. These various dimensions lead to the next section, which 

explores differences in modeling frameworks. 

2.5 Modeling Framework Differences 

Given this background of virtualization modeling, there are numerous possibilities of various virtualization frameworks. 

Research groups have developed models representing various virtual environments, such as enterprise, small business, 

hosting, and cluster [Jang07]. However, even after defining an assortment of systems it is unlikely, for example, that a 

given server consolidation model can accurately model the full gamut of possible objectives, configurations, and 

workloads for all server platforms. To further complicate matters, most of the available research focuses on performance 

analysis in a two-dimensional framework whereas in commercial applications, performance of virtual machines across 

clusters of physical hosts is the more salient issue. 

Resource allocations, workloads and system behaviors can fluctuate widely, and performance can further vary based on 

system configurations. Despite the assorted issues with performance analysis of virtualized environments, researchers 

have made much headway in recent years developing tools and techniques for measuring, modeling and simulating 

virtualized environments. The next section examines some of the newly developed benchmarks and metrics that can be 

successfully used in virtualized systems. 

3. VIRTUALIZATION MEASUREMENT TOOL 

 Various research groups have developed performance metrics and benchmarks specifically to measure the performance 

of virtualized systems. In some cases, research groups have been able to use custom implementations of existing 

benchmarks when analyzing virtualized systems. For example, a particular implementation of SPECweb2005 benchmark, 

which is the standard benchmark used to determine the performance of Web servers, can be successfully used in 

performance testing of virtualized applications [Ardagna10]. However, most benchmarks that were originally developed 

for physical machines cannot be used for reliable performance testing of virtualized environments due to the diverse and 

complex nature of these virtualized systems. The following section provides a brief overview of some benchmarks and 

metrics specially developed to quantify the performance aspects of virtualized environments. 

3.1 Benchvm Benchmark 

Benchvm is an open source benchmark suite designed to compare virtualization systems. Benchvm was developed during 

qualitative analysis testing of Xen and KVM, and was specifically created to automate testing and to facilitate repeatable 

testing [Deshane08]. Benchvm assesses overall performance of virtualized environments, as well as scalability and 

performance isolation measures. Scalability measures reflect how well a given system can add virtual machines without 

downgrading performance. Performance isolation measures refer to how well one guest is shielded from the resource 

consumption of other guests in the virtualized environment. The next section introduces another measurement tool, 

VMmark. 

3.2 VMmark Benchmark 

VMmark, is a tile-based workload developed by VMware. In this case, a tile refers to a workload unit, and VMmark is 

comprised of many different workloads concurrently running on individual virtual machines. The collection of workloads 

are representative of workloads found in a typical datacenter, such as email server, file server, database, web server, Java, 
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as well as Standby, which is an extra virtual machine with no workload [McDougall10]. While the workloads run on the 

virtual machines, a score is recorded to reflect the ability of the system to consolidate services and run various workloads 

on multiple virtual machines based on the number of tiles running and their performance [VMware11]. The following 

section describes another tile-based benchmark, vConsolidate. 

3.3 vConsolidate Benchmark 

 vConsolidate is another server virtualization benchmark whose workload is ideal for a server consolidation framework 

[Apparao08]. Like VMmark, vConsolidate is a tile-based workload and its aim is to emulate server consolidation 

workloads. It is comprised of SPECjbb, a Java server; Sysbench, a database server; Webbench, a web server; and a mail 

server, running concurrently on individual virtual machines on a server platform [Tickoo09]. These multiple workloads of 

vConsolidate are optimal for server consolidation models, which can then be used to model the performance of each 

workload in various virtualization scenarios to analyze resource contention between virtual machines. The next section 

looks at the benchmark suite VSCBenchmark. 

3.4 VSCBenchmark 

 VSCBenchmark is a server virtualization benchmark designed to run dynamic workloads on multiple virtual machines. 

VSCBenchmark consists of three parts, the VSCB Control Center and the VSCB Server, both of which run on the Control 

VM, and the VSCB Workload Client, which runs on the Workload VM [Jun08]. 

These components generate various workloads, and the Workload VM is created and killed as configured by the user via 

the VSCB Control Center. Many scenarios can be configured and tested with this benchmark, providing a dynamic 

performance testing environment. VSCBenchmark was developed after the advent of VMmark and vConsolidate, as a 

means to effectively assess the dynamic performance of virtual machines and extensively evaluate resource contention. 

The following section covers the last measurement tool, performance metric M. 

3.5 Performance Metric M 

 Performance metric M can be used to compare the performance of virtualized versus non-virtualized environments. 

Performance metric M â €œâ€¦represents the CPU waste rate of virtualized environment, where the performance of 

application running on each VM is consolidated and normalizedâ€  [Jang07]. Performance metric M is equivalent to the 

wasted capacity of a system over the throughput of the applications running on the system. The waste rates of the 

virtualized and non-virtualized systems are normalized by comparing the two systems at the same performance level. 

The benchmarks and metrics discussed previously were distinctively designed as thorough measurement tools for 

virtualized environments. Benchvm can be used to compare virtualized systems and hypervisors, VMmark and 

vConsolidate are both tile-based workloads ideal for consolidated server performance analysis, VSCBenchmark is 

designed for dynamic performance testing, and performance metric M is used to compare the performance of virtualized 

and non-virtualized systems. The next section focuses on some of the performance models and simulation frameworks 

developed with the complexities of virtualization in mind. 

4. MODELING AND SIMULATION IN VIRTUALIZED ENVIRONMENT 

Many challenges ensue as researchers attempt to accurately model the complexities of virtualized environments in order 

to assess performance issues. Virtualization adds levels of complexity as the virtual machines interact not only with the 

underlying physical machine but also with each other [Iyer09]. Models that have been developed for single physical 

machines and for non-virtualized environments cannot account for the complexities and variabilities of virtualized 

environments [Watson10]. For example, regression techniques that have been used to model application performance in 

non-virtualized systems are not necessarily suited for predicting application performance in virtualized systems 

[Kundu10]. The following sections provide a concise review of several modeling and simulation techniques developed to 

assess performance of virtualized environments. The first modeling framework explored in this paper is the Linear 

Parameter Varying model. 
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4.1 Linear Parameter Varying (LPV) 

Black box models based on Linear Parameter Varying, or LPV, framework have been used for performance modeling of 

virtualized web hosting systems in order to predict the performance of virtual machines in the hosting environments. The 

LPV models allow non-linear systems to be treated as linear systems with varying parameters. A dynamic model was 

developed based on the LPV framework that represents the correlation between the allocation of resources to the virtual 

machines and the virtualized server response time. These models were validated by assessing the performance of Web 

service applications in virtualized environments [Ardagna10]. The next section discusses an alternative model useful for 

virtualized systems, the fuzzy model. 

4.2 Fuzzy Models 

 Another method for modeling non-linear systems, such as virtualized environments, is fuzzy models. Fuzzy logic is used 

to develop fuzzy models that characterize the relationship between application performance and resource allocation. 

Unlike Boolean logic, or   logic where values are either 0 or 1, fuzzy logic allows for approximate values to exist in the 

continuum between 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic also includes rule based, or if-then logic. A fuzzy model is based on fuzzy rules, 

and represents the relationship between system input and system output. The fuzzy if-then rules describe system behavior, 

and these rules can be used to produce linear equations representing this behavior. Fuzzy models have been developed and 

used to determine resource demands based on the relationship between workloads, resource needs, and desired application 

performance [Xu07]. The following section introduces models based on artificial neural networks. 

4.3 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

Artificial neural networks, or ANN, are statistical systems patterned after biological neural networks. Using artificial 

neurons, or nodes, these networks can be used to model non-linear systems. A specific implementation of an ANN based 

model has been used to predict the performance of applications in virtualized environments at a given level of allocated 

resources. In order to accomplish this, the models first had to undergo an iterative training process, and the training data 

set was then followed by a testing data set. A variety of benchmarks have been tested using this model with low modeling 

error. An ANN based model can quickly adapt to changes in application and system behaviors, and it can be used at any 

time by data center managers to predict application performance at desired parameter configuration of the VM  

[Kundu10]. The next section talks about another model suited for virtualization, the probabilistic performance model. 

4.4 Probabilistic Performance Model 

Probabilistic performance modeling models the  probability distribution of an application performance metric conditioned 

on one or more variables that we can measure or control, such as system resource utilization and allocation metrics. We 

consider the influence of hidden factors that we cannot readily measure to be implicit in the probability distribution of 

performance  [Watson10]. In applying the probabilistic performance model to virtualized environments, this model can be 

used to assess the performance of applications and evaluate the effects of resource allocation and CPU contention. This is 

accomplished by taking a given application and workload, and then adjusting the allocation of CPU resources. In addition 

to these models which have been specifically developed for virtualized environments, the next section describes a 

simulation framework created for cloud computing. 

4.5 CloudSim 

CloudSim is ¦a new generalized and extensible simulation framework that enables seamless modeling, simulation, and 

experimentation of emerging Cloud computing infrastructures and management services  [Calheiros09]. In past years, 

Grid simulators, which simulate Grid computing environments, have been used as simulation frameworks for high 

performance and data-intensive systems. Grid computing can be defined as a distributed computing system in which 

workloads that do not directly interact are executed across relatively low-power, heterogeneous computing systems 

[Business11]. While Grid computing is useful for distributing mathematical and analytical tasks, Grid computing (and 

thus Grid simulators) are not able to support the complex, multi-tiered interactions between virtualized systems that are 

associated with cloud computing environments. 
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The CloudSim framework consists of a datacenter node as well as a virtualization engine that can create virtual machines 

on this node. CloudSim is capable of simulating the advanced infrastructures of cloud computing such as Cloud brokers 

and Cloud exchange, which model real-time interactions between service providers and clients. Developers can utilize this 

simulation framework to determine performance bottlenecks relating to service delivery and provisioning policies. 

CloudSim is a customizable and extensible framework, and leaves much possibility for future development and increased 

potential [Calheiros09]. 

CloudSim, as well as the non-linear models mentioned in previous sections (LPV, fuzzy, ANN, and probabilistic), have 

specifically been developed to overcome the complex performance modeling challenges and accurately model virtualized 

environments. Models based on LPV framework can characterize Web service application performance, and fuzzy models 

can be used to estimate resource demands. ANN based models and probabilistic performance models can both be used to 

predict application performance. CloudSim can be used to determine performance bottlenecks before live deployment. 

5. CONLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Virtualization has become more attractive in recent years as cost controlling measures are sought out in enterprise 

environments. In an effort to improve performance of these virtualized systems, accurate performance measures, 

modeling, and simulation are needed. This paper explored the multifaceted issues in performance modeling and analysis 

in resource management of virtualized environments. These challenges include hypervisor differences, resource 

interdependence, workload variability, and diversity in modeling. This paper also provided a survey of new benchmarks 

uniquely created for virtualization, including benchvm, VMmark, vConsolidate, VSCBenchmark, and performance metric 

M. Several modeling techniques have been specifically developed for performance analysis of virtualized environments, 

including those based on LPV, fuzzy logic, ANN, and probability distribution. Finally, CloudSim, a new simulation 

framework built for virtual cloud computing infrastructures, was described. Research efforts continue, and researchers are 

working to further develop and expand upon measurement tools, models, and simulations especially for virtualized 

environments [Tickoo09] [Apparao08] [Watson10] [Kundu10] [Huber10]. 
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